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By Albert S. Dandridge III, Niki T. Ingram and M. Kelly Tillery

S
tudents of history often ponder “what ifs?” What if one thing 
happened before another? What if one decision had been made 
instead of another? One “if” particularly fascinates and haunts 
– Aug. 20, 1619, Jamestown, Va. – the day African men, 

women and children first set foot on this continent as slaves offered 
for sale.  “What if” one or a few leaders in that small, experimental 
colonial community had stood up and said, “No. Slavery is wrong 
and we will not have it here.  Take these people back to their homes 
and set them free.  Or be arrested and jailed here for your natural life 
by man and damned to hellfire for all eternity by a righteous God.”
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THE T IMES THE Y ARE A  CHANGIN’
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Unfortunately, no one so spoke and, as they say, the rest is 
history.
In the summer of 2015 while doing research for a column, 

the then editor-in-chief of this magazine, The Philadelphia 
Lawyer, discovered that the man we have long revered as 
the “Philadelphia Lawyer,” Andrew Hamilton, had a dark 
secret – he had been a plantation overseer and a slave owner.  
Although our TPL colleague, Steve LaCheen, had previously 
exposed some of Hamilton’s less than savory acts, including 
fraud, sexual abuse and abuse of public office (“A Fragment of 
Our Legal History: Andrew Hamilton Accused,” TPL, Spring 
2002), no one seemed to know of Hamilton’s ownership of 
other human beings.
The fact was surprising, but even more so the fact of our 

collective ignorance of the situation combined with our virtual 
worship of this “one-hit wonder,” as LaCheen called him.  By 
the way, as it turns out he probably does not deserve so much 
credit for even his “one hit” (the Zenger Trial victory) as it 
was conceived and authored by another.  See the book review 
in a later issue.  
In any event, realizing that the Philadelphia Bar Foundation’s 

grand gala event and fundraiser was named for Andrew 
Hamilton, we knew that something had to be done.  First, he was 
outed, so to speak, in an editorial (“Sounds of Silence,” TPL, 
Summer 2015). Second, before approaching the Foundation 
board, the issue was brought to the TPL editorial board which 
always ensures lively debate.  The TPL board agreed that 
we should bring this to the attention of the Foundation and 
suggest that the gala name be changed to something more 
fitting its noble goals. Foundation president Steven Bizar was 
quite receptive to the information and the idea.  
The Foundation formed an ad hoc committee to examine 

whether continuing to refer to its annual fundraising dinner 
as the Andrew Hamilton Benefit was the best way to further 
its mission of promoting equal access to justice or whether 
a new name that described the Foundation’s mission would 
work better to advance its goals.  
The ad hoc committee, of which Chancellor and now TPL 

board member Al Dandridge was a member, was composed of 
local prominent attorneys, as well as several past chancellors 
of the Philadelphia Bar Association.  
After extensive research, debate and deliberation, the 

committee, in a superbly crafted report, recommended to 
the Foundation that Hamilton’s name be removed from the 
fundraising event.  ( www.philabarfoundation.org/news/ad-
hoc-committee-report )  
The committee’s deliberations were thoughtful, somber and 

heartfelt.  Obviously, no one condoned slavery.  The question 
for the day was what should be done to resolve the issue at 
hand.  What happened more than 250 years ago – happened.  
Keep the name, remove the name, or provide more information 
so people can make their own judgments.  No quarrel would be 
made with any decision made in good faith and not sweeping 
the issue under the rug.
However, let us not speak for ourselves.  Let us speak for a 

multitude of people in America who were of recent African 
descent at that time.  Slavery was an institution that provided 
enormous wealth to the slave owners and a mechanism to 
ensure white supremacy.  It was cruel, barbaric and inhumane.  
Africans did not choose this as their fate or the fate of their 
children or children’s children.  Clearly, the hypothetical 
ability to speak out at Jamestown, Va. on Aug. 20, 1619 was 
offered to the wrong group of people standing on that dock.  
The removal of Andrew Hamilton's name from the 

In any event, realizing that the Philadelphia Bar Foundation’s 
grand gala event and fundraiser was named for  

Andrew Hamilton, we knew that something had to be done. 
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Although slavery was legal in Pennsylvania for most of his 
lifetime, David Lloyd, (1656 – 1731) was the first Philadelphia 
Lawyer to publicly (and vociferously) oppose it.  Admitted 
to the bar in 1686, he was only one of seven lawyers in 
Philadelphia in 1708.  Turns out he was quite the gadfly, 
if not the “first American revolutionary lawyer.”  While he 
did legal work for William Penn in London, in Pennsylvania 

he turned on his former client leading “Lloyd’s Rebellion” 
against the Proprietor’s prerogatives in favor of colonists’ 
rights.

David Lloyd was really the first “Philadelphia Lawyer” 
and he, not his contemporary Andrew Hamilton, should be 
remembered and honored as such.  

David Lloyd
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Foundation's fundraising event is consistent with the values 
of the Association, the Foundation and the society in which 
we live. Over the last few years colleges and universities 
have apologized for their roles in slavery; cities and states 
have removed the statues of confederate soldiers; and serious 
debates have occurred and continue to take place about 
the legacy of public figures who were slaveholders. These 
conversations make us all stronger, as they make us realize 
that while much of life is nuanced, there are absolutes. Our 
collective consciousness has been raised by these conversations 
and the recognition that the "peculiar institution" of slavery 
continues to impact our country more than 100 years after the 
Emancipation Proclamation.
We recognize that how we view the world has changed 

the way in which we discuss slavery. There is greater 
understanding that the vestiges of slavery remain with us and 
permeate our educational system, our housing system and the 
distribution of wealth.  The question becomes what does that 
mean in the context of this discussion? Given this backdrop, 
as the Foundation event moves forward what should it now 

be called? There were some suggestions that it should be 
renamed for a person of color and/or someone who has worked 
to advance human rights. Perhaps the name should have 
simply reflected the event and be known as the Philadelphia 
Bar Foundation Gala or Ball. However, the event has been 
appropriately renamed the Access to Justice Benefit and will 
be held at the Mütter Museum in Philadelphia on Nov. 4. 
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There is greater understanding that the vestiges of slavery 
remain with us and permeate our educational system,  

our housing system and the distribution of wealth.


